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Beam Music Center
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~ Program ~

Take That
William Albright
(1944–1998)

Waltzer for Herbert
Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic
(b. 1962)
Corene Poltier, marimba

Ilijas
Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic
(b. 1962)
Melody Loveless, marimba

Dear Prudence
John Lennon
(1940–1980)
Arr. Dr. Timothy Jones

Ring of Fire
Johnny Cash
(1932–2003)
Arr. Melaney Scarberry

Don’t Stop Believin’
Steve Perry
(b. 1949)
Arr. Jack Steiner

Danza barbara
Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic
(b. 1962)
Ryan Simm, marimba